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Havenly Even with all the above help, sometimes you want professional advice. Well, with the Havenly app you can get it directly from the comfort of your couch. If you're facing a design dilemma, all you need to do is take a picture of your space and upload it to the app. From there, Havenly pairs you with a professional interior designer who aligns with your aesthetic, and you can
ask them everything you need to make ends meet. And if you want to take this hands-on help to the next level, you can hire the designer to complete your space starting at $79. With a design showing two musical instruments, the Piano House serves as a practice facility for local music students in Huainan City, China. The creative space was captured here on Instagram. You want
to move? This content is imported from Instagram. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information, on their website. ALSO: Discover what's new in ELLEDECOR.com:6 ways The Kitchen of the Future will leave Insta Office Tour in mind: Can Moda Operandi headquarters guess America's most azita city? How to take home
25 years of design inspiration This content is created and managed by third parties and imported into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io From small houses to wooden buildings, get inspired by sustainable housing and eco-living trends along with the latest in green building,
urban planning, and environmental design. Spruce uses cookies to provide a great user experience. Using The Spruce, you accept our use of cookies. A house built under a rock seen here. A glass cube house spotted here. This content is imported from Instagram. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information, on their
website. An ivy-covered house spotted here.. A house built on a rock seen here. A place to stay warm seen here. A lakeside house spotted here. A house built with rocks seen here. This content is imported from Instagram. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information, on their website. ALSO: Discover today's news
ELLEDECOR.com:Insta Office Tour: Moda Operandi Headquarters Can You Guess The Coziest City In America? How to take home 25 years of design inspiration This content is created and managed by third parties and imported into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar on piano.io LWCad has
long been a favorite suite of plug-ins for LightWave users. It is a complete package of CAD tools that include features such as real-time Boolean values for curves and polygons, a complete coupling engine, and completely unique arch-viz tools. This tutorial aims to teach you some of the most LWCad tools used when creating a Japanese house in traditional style in a short time.
This template could be used in a game environment or, with some additional details, could also be used for close renderings. With a few small adjustments and variations you could quickly create an entire neighborhood. Along with the tutorial are included some LWCad presets for doors, windows and tiles specific to Asian architecture; download them here. I assume you have a
basic knowledge of LightWave and have already installed the LWCad suite, including its menu.01 branches. Setting presets Included preset files should be placed in the Presets directory. The first thing to do is look at the LWCad options and make sure you have the Presets directory selected so that the plug-ins know exactly where to look when uploading libraries and other files.
For the next step, you will need to extract the files from the included defaults.zip directly to the Presets folder. The files should all end up in their correct folders. Included in this tutorial is an image of the floor plan I created. This can be used as a guide to the shape of the house. First, create a polygon on the X-Z (ground floor) sized to 51'1w 43'5d and press [F2] to center it. Then
open the display properties with the [D] key and look at the Background tab. Load the floor plan.png, select the Top viewport, and click the Automatically Resize button. This automatically resizes the image in the viewport to fit within the polygon. In the Image Editor, adjust the saturation to 0 and reduce the brightness a little, so you can see the white wireframes above the image.
It's a good idea to save a default of this on display properties so you can easily load it again after you close Modeller. You can now safely delete the polygon as it is no longer needed.03. The Wall tool On the Archviz LWCad tab, select the Wall tool, adjusting the height in Numeric to 10'. Click the corners of the outer wall in the Top viewport, holding down the [CTRL] key to make
sure the walls are straight. If you click one side of the wall but create the wall object on the other side, use the Left/Right/Center buttons in the viewport or Numeric panel to have the wall follow the floor plan. When you get to the last wall of the house, click the Close button on the Numeric panel to complete it. Before you start the interior walls, make sure the Add button is selected.
This combines new walls with existing ones. When the walls are finished, click the tool (Floor), make sure the floor is selected in the options, and then click in the Top viewport to create a plan.04. The LWCadLWCad 4.5 Windoor tool has a window and port creation tool, called Windoor. Open it from the Archviz tab and select the Number box for Wall Grid. This grid snap will help
you keep the windows and doors the right size. You can also select the show dimensions box to make sure you get the To the right. To do this, select Enable layers, and then select the Port option. Pick the Japanese Port Library element, and then choose the Shoji port frame.Now choose Layer 2 and check Enable Layer. For this level you should choose the Japanese library and
the Shoji Port element again. Using the grid, draw a door at the front of the foyer. When the shape is correct, click the Fix button in the viewport to lock this size. Now, right-click and you can add more to the back of the Tatami room and to the left of the dining room. Be sure to clear the Fix button at the end of this port. You can use the same technique to add Fusuma doors
between the Foyer and tatami Room and between the bathroom and the dressing room. Before starting the roof, use the Floor tool again, this time with the ceiling button selected. Then move to a new level with the current home in the background. Roof tools in LWCad will automatically cut into each other as a Boolean add operation so you can overlay the different types of roofs.
Start with the Rectangle Roof tool and set it to Hipped. Keep it quite flat with the side slope in numerical and in the upper view pane draw two large roofs for the front and back sections of the house, ensuring you cover the areas of the bridge. If the roofs are created on the ground plane, drag them up until they snap to the top of the ceiling, before right-clicking to complete them.06.
Tile toolFor a lower resolution building you can leave the roof as it is and apply a gravel texture to it. But for a more realistic roof, LWCad can automatically apply polygonal tiles or tiles. Make sure that you are on the roof layer and that the layer of the house is not visible at all. Now, choose the Tile tool from the Archviz tab and simply click in the Top viewport to see the roof
immediately covered in tiles. On Numeric you will see numerous settings to adjust the tiles, but for now you should just look at the presets near the top. Here you will find different types of tile effect that come with LWCad and the Japanese preset that I included.07. Final touchesPut the finishing touches to your design with the Transform and Scale Line tool Lift the house and roof
off the ground about two feet away with the Standard Transform tool. Then use the Line Scales tool to place the stairs on the edge of the bridge in front of the main door. Do this by first clicking in the top viewport slightly away from the house, and then clicking - dragging toward the bridge. you can use the snap plus the buttons in the viewport to properly arrange the stairs. In
Numeric, use Step Height to lift them until they are flush with the deck. You can use some simple boxes to create supporting columns under the rest of the house. As a final step you can then use the detailed wall and roof techniques above to create a wall around the property. Words: Phil NolanPhil Nolan is a freelance artist who mainly works in television, commercials and
corporate videos. This article article appeared in issue 174 of 3D World.Did I like this? Read these! These!
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